Erasmus+ study abroad
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Study abroad with Erasmus – in a nutshell

• Temporary study abroad (min. 2 months)

• No tuition fees at host university

• Up to 12 months abroad in every study phase (BA, MA, PhD)

• Gain insights in a different culture and university system

• Erasmus scholarship
Our website: Rwth-aachen.de/erasmus

Rwth-aachen.de/erasmus

FAQ

Application

Scholarship + documents

Partner universities, Experience reports and fac. contacts

Recognition after return

See this FAQ for all your answers regarding the Erasmus+ program.

Your Application: What You'll Need to Have and How It Works
Got to the following link for all the information regarding the requirements and the application process.

Erasmus+ Grant and What You Are Required to Do for It
- Go to the following link for information on the amount of the Erasmus grant and the obligations that are associated with it
- Go to the following link for all the information on how to create an online learning agreement

Erasmus+ Partner Universities and Student Reports
- Click the following link for a list of exchange options for each faculty
- Click the following link for reports on the stays abroad of other students with useful tips on applying, the course itself and much more

When You Return
- Apply to have your studies abroad recognized
Erasmus Scholarship

Scholarship:
- LG1: 600 €
- LG2: 540 €
- LG3: 490 €

Funding in 23/24*
1 Semester: 2 – 4 months of funding
2 Semester: 8 months of funding

*might change in 24/25
Erasmus+ Special funding

**Funding rate**: 250 € / month **on top of regular funding** for students with special needs

**Who can get funded?**

- Students with a disability
- Students with a severe chronic illness
- Students who take their child(ren) abroad
- Students from a non-academic household
- Working students (450-850 € net income)

[Click here for more information](#)
Erasmus Green Travel

• **Green Travel Support (50 €)** for travelling the majority of the journey with a green vehicle (bus, train, bike, car sharing)

• **Up to four funded days** for travelling with a green vehicle

**Travel together!**
Application

• When?
  – 01.01.24 – 31.01.24

• Where?
  – Central Online-Portal
  – Up to 3 priorities

• How?
  – Transcript
  – CV
  – Language skills (language of instruction)
  – Pre-selection of courses (to show motivation)
  – Optional: Voluntary work/jobs/social background
FAQ

• How many credits do I need in order to apply?
  – BA: If you have < 40 CP get in contact with your exchange coordinator
  – MA: None. In this case insert the grade of your BA

• What language proof do I need?
  – If English is the language of instruction: Abitur or placement test of language center
  – If English is not the language of instruction: B1-B2 level, please look online or ask your exchange coordinator

• What is the selection based on?
  – Grade + rest of the application (completeness, motivation, extracurricular activities)

• How high are my chances to get a placement?
  – Ask faculty about relation of applications vs. available places
  – Set smart priorities, as far as it is possible to foresee

• Can I get funding besides Erasmus?
  – Yes, but only: Funding by foundations, education funds (Deutschlandstipendium), education loans or AuslandsBAföG. No other DAAD-Scholarships.
Preparation/Things to think about:

• **BAföG** recipients should apply for international BAföG as early as possible

• **Insurance**
  - No insurance through Erasmus+ program
  - No liability for damages during the program participation by EU, RWTH and DAAD
  - Group insurance DAAD

• **Visa**
  - Clarify visa questions for your host country in time
  - Information: Consulates, embassies, Federal Foreign Office and DAAD
Contacts

Erasmus Outgoing Student Support
- Scholarship
- Erasmus duties
- Certificates (BAföG, leave of absence etc.)
- Networking

Faculty
- Application
- Selection
- Nomination
- Course choice
- Pre-Recognition

Partner university
- Course offer
- Registration
- Housing
- Language courses
- Buddy-Program
Questions about the scholarship

Website: www.rwth-aachen.de/erasmus

E-Mail: erasmus.outgoing@zhv.rwth-aachen.de

Phone: 0241/80 90 697
Tue. 09:30 – 12:30 and Wed. 13:00 – 16:00

Follow us on Instagram: RWTH International Office
Thank you for your attention

Any questions?